Therapeutic Touch (TT) is an evidence-based healing modality. It is also a life-enhancing journey. Its basic skills can easily be learned by people from all walks of life. After this 12-hour class you will have skills to help friends and family:

* Quickly decrease anxiety and stress
* Decrease or eliminate pain
* Enhance healing from various health conditions: specifics given in class.

A contemporary interpretation of ancient healing practices, TT was developed in the 1970s by Dolores Krieger, PhD RN, Professor Emerita New York University and well-known healer Dora Kunz. Many hospitals, including Children’s Hospital and Regional Medical Center, include it in their manual of nursing policies and procedures.

*This activity has been approved by the American Holistic Nurses Association (AHNA) for 12 contact hours. AHNA is accredited as an approver of continuing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center. This class meets a requirement for the Qualified Therapeutic Touch Practitioner credential.*

Faculty: Kathy Wilmering, MSW ARNP QTTT
Jennifer Wiegand, LMT QTTT

Cost: $165 by 1/2/2017. After that date, $175. Partial scholarships available, as well as discount for SCHMC staff. Register online:
www.therapeutictouchwashington.com/blog/classes/#ttbasic

Or use the form on the opposite side of the flyer.
SCHOLARSHIP: Limited partial scholarship assistance is available through Therapeutic Touch Professional Associates. Contact Jennifer Wiegand at jenwiegandTT@gmail.com for more information. A letter of explanation is requested to demonstrate need for the assistance.

Name____________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Phone Number(s) ____________________________________________________
Email ____________________________________________________________
License # (If contact hours are required) ________________________________
Occupation ________________________________________________________

If a registrant cancels at least 24 hours before the class or event starts, we will refund 75% of the payment. After that point, no refunds are made. Exceptions may be made in circumstances such as sickness or bereavement in which case you should notify by email the teacher of the class or Coordinator of TTPA.

_____ Yes, I have read the refund policy (please initial).

We want to tailor this program to the needs of our participants. To make this possible, please answer these questions:

How did you hear about this program?

What interests you about this workshop? What are your hopes for it?

Please list previous experiences & encounters (if any) with Therapeutic Touch. (Feel free to continue on another sheet).

Mail check to Therapeutic Touch Professional Associates
PO Box 937, Onalaska, WA 98570